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PLACENTAL TRANSFER AND DRUGS USED IN ANESTHESIA

Cerite F. Marx, M.D.

Functionally, the placenta constitutes the regions through which exchanges take place between the maternal and fetal organisms. Oxygen, nutrients, water, electrolytes, vitamins, and antibodies are transported to the fetus; carbon dioxide and excretory substances are transferred to the mother. In addition to this role as an essential link between mother and fetus, the placenta has a wide range of enzymatic activities, and also serves to produce certain hormones and to inactivate and degrade others. With respect to the number of actions it performs, the placenta is unique, being at once lung, intestine, liver, kidney, and endocrine gland.

The following report deals with those aspects of placental transfer which are of importance to the anesthesiologist.

Placental Barrier

The barrier which separates maternal and fetal blood at the villous-intervillous space site consists, in the mature human placenta, of three layers of fetal tissue: (1) the trophoblastic epithelium or syncytiotrophoblast (covering of the villi), (2) the chorionic connective tissue, and (3) the capillary endothelium (lining of the capillary wall). In the terminal villi, however, many fetal capillaries lie immediately subjacent to the syncytiotrophoblast so that the barrier is thinned to two delicate unicellular membranes. Prior to the sixth month of pregnancy, an additional layer consisting of cytotrophoblasts (Langhans cells) is found beneath the syncytiotrophoblast. These cytotrophoblasts disappear gradually and at full term only remnants or occasional cells are present.

The syncytial cells constitute the parenchyma of the placenta. They are engaged in the active enzymatic transfer of selected substances and in the secretion of placental steroid hormones. They carry out a wide spectrum of synthetic and catabolic reactions. In certain areas of the syncytiotrophoblast, the cells have brush border, whereas in other regions the brush border is absent. It is not known whether only selected cells possess a brush border or whether all syncytial cells have a brush border which waxes and wanes at different times. The brush border is made up of large numbers of microvilli which are capable of engulfing macromolecules or droplets of plasma and transferring them to the fetal capillaries by pinocytosis.

As gestation progresses, two morphological processes of "aging" go on simultaneously. One is the loss of the cytotrophoblast; this causes thinning which may facilitate the transport mechanism. The other is a break in the covering of the villous space leading to deposition of fibrin; this may actually make the exchange less efficient. Indeed, the morphological changes are accompanied by both decreased rates of some placental functions and increased rates of others. However, neither the changes in composition nor the alterations in function take place in a fixed sequence. As Villee stated, "There is no regular change in the efficiency of placental transfer and no general senescence at term."

The number of tissue layers interspersed between the maternal and fetal circulations varies with different species. In pigs and horses, the placental barrier consists of 6 layers, in sheep, goats and cows of 5, in dogs and cats of 4, in man, monkeys and primates of 3, and in the rabbit of only 1 layer.

Transport Mechanisms

There are separate routes for the passage of different compounds, namely: (1) diffusion, unimpeded or limited by the barrier,
(2) Starling-Landis filtration, (3) active transport processes, (4) leakage through porous defects in the barrier, (5) pinocytosis, and (6) various combinations thereof. Histiotrophic activity plays a role in the transport during the early stages of development when chorionic giant cells are implicated in phagocytosis and other transfer processes.

The possibility of absorption across paraplacental membranes has recently been entertained. So far no proof of vascularization of amnion or chorion has been found. The amniotic fluid, on the other hand, takes part in the transport mechanism, especially in the transfer of water and electrolytes. Plentl studied the dynamics of amniotic fluid by transabdominal catheterization of this compartment and injection of tracer substances into it. He concluded from the resultant "ratio of the transfer rates of water, sodium and potassium" that amniotic fluid is not an ultrafiltrate of serum, but a pool of various components each of which is in equilibrium with the maternal organism and probably the fetus. The first drug which, to my knowledge, was ever reported to pass from mother to fetus was discovered in the amniotic fluid. Schauenstein and Spaeth, as quoted by Preyer, observed in 1858 that potassium iodide, given to syphilitic pregnant women near term, could be found in amniotic fluid and in meconium.

In general, the relative rate of passage of a transferable substance is dependent upon its size, shape, and electrical charge, and upon the concentration gradient across the barrier. All substances with a molecular weight below 350 to 450 can diffuse across the human placenta freely in both directions. Active transport is performed by "carriers" visualized as rapidly oscillating back and forth between the two surfaces and being able to select certain substances or reject others. The concentration of transferred materials may be equal or unequal on either side of the membrane. Inequality of the distribution of diffusible substances may ensue from destruc-

* Starling-Landis theory: the exchange of fluids between the tissue spaces and the blood stream is regulated by a balance between two opposing forces, the hydrostatic pressure in capillaries and the partial osmotic pressure of the plasma colloids.

...
substances transmitted across the placental barrier are complicated by many factors. The organization of the barrier and the characteristics of maternal and fetal bloods vary so markedly in different species that the data obtained from one animal are not easily applicable to another. Similar difficulties limit the usefulness of results gathered at different stages of gestation. Gas exchange data are altered by the fact that both the placental barrier and the uterine musculature extract oxygen from the current of maternal blood flowing through the intervillous spaces and add carbon dioxide to it.\(^9\)

Circulation through the placenta varies in different regions, with changes in the position of the pregnant woman and with the tonus of the uterus. Romney injected intact utero-placental sites with a radiopaque material and found that in some areas blood was present in slowly moving pools whereas in others it flowed rather rapidly through distinct vascular channels.\(^{10}\) Ramsey observed blood from the maternal circulation to enter in spurts with only certain arterioles permitting passage at a given moment. In addition, she noticed the frequent presence of fibrin clots in the intervillous lakes indicating stasis for longer periods of time.\(^{17}\) Prystowsky aspirated two different regions of the intervillous spaces at the same time; the two samples of blood had significant differences in their oxygen content.\(^{18}\)

The influence of the mother's position on placental circulation is explained by the relationship of the uterus to the great veins. In the supine position, and with the myometrium relaxed, the enlarged uterus compresses the inferior vena cava, causing a rise in venous pressure caudad and a decrease in right auricular pressure. The pressure gradient between uterine artery and vein is reduced.\(^{19}\) The contracted uterus does not exert pressure posteriorly upon the veins in any position.\(^{20}\) The pressure in the intervillous space has been recorded at 7–10 mm. of mercury when the pregnant woman near term is supine, and at over 30 mm. of mercury when she sits or stands. The pressure in fetal capillaries remains constant at slightly over 20 mm. of mercury. Consequently, the direction of the pressure gradient between maternal and fetal blood streams shifts with different postures of the mother.\(^4\)

Uterine contractions are associated with a reduction in effective blood flow in both animal and man. Assali and his colleagues measured uterine circulation during labor in unanesthetized pregnant sheep and dogs by means of a chronically implanted electromagnetic flow meter. In either spontaneous or oxytocin induced labor, myometrial contractions were accompanied by decreases in blood flow and myometrial relaxations by a return of the flow to control values. The degree of ischemia was dependent upon the intensity and duration of uterine contractions.\(^{21}\) Wright and her group studied the effective uterine circulation in 20 women during the early first stage of labor and in 26 during the later first stage by determining uterine clearance times following injection of Na\(^{14}\)Cl into the uterine muscle. In the early stage, blood flow was within normal resting limits in all but 3 instances, but in the late stage, 16 or more than half showed diminished uterine circulation.\(^{22}\)

On the maternal side, blood samples are available from systemic arteries and veins, from the intervillous spaces by transabdominal or transuterine aspiration, and during Cesarian section from the uterine vessels. On the fetal side, samples can be taken only from the umbilical cord vessels at the time of delivery. These, however, do not give a true picture of the normal intrauterine conditions.

**Respiratory Gas Exchange**

The movement of respiratory gases through the placental barrier occurs in the same manner as their exchange across the alveolar-capillary membrane, namely by the process of diffusion.\(^5,15\) The rate of diffusion is a direct function of the pressure gradient and of the area available for exchange, and is an inverse function of the thickness of the barrier.

In addition to the driving force of the pressure gradient (maternal arterial blood P\(_O_2\) of 100–110 mm. of mercury --umbilical venous blood P\(_O_2\) of 22.4 mm. of mercury to 30 mm. of mercury), the transfer of oxygen and carbon dioxide across the placenta is
aided by dissimilarities in the oxygen-hemoglobin relationship and in the pH values between the two blood streams. Fetal blood becomes oxygenated at lower oxygen tensions than maternal blood or, at the same tension, fetal blood attains a higher percentage of saturation as compared to maternal blood. This may be due to a greater affinity of fetal hemoglobin for oxygen, or to a possible difference in the chemical environment of the adult and fetal red cell. The concurrent transfer of carbon dioxide and fixed acids from fetal into maternal blood increases the fetal pH, moving the oxygen dissociation curve to the left; this promotes the uptake of oxygen into fetal blood. Simultaneously, the maternal blood is acidified, and the maternal oxygen dissociation curve is deviated to the right; this increases the release of oxygen from maternal blood. At the same pH, the oxygen dissociation curves of pregnant women fall within the range of normal nonpregnant individuals (fig. 1).

Carbon dioxide exchange is favorably influenced by the synchronous oxygenation of the fetal and deoxygenation of the maternal blood. The carbon dioxide dissociation curves of both the fetus and the mother are displaced to the right, the fetal about twice as much as the maternal (fig. 2). Therefore, blood of the fetus gives off carbon dioxide more readily than blood of the mother. "From the viewpoint of placental interchange, the dissociation relationships of the two bloods are, thus, ideal." Frystowsky developed a new approach to the study of oxygen pressure gradients between maternal and fetal blood. He compared blood from the intervillous space with samples from the umbilical vessels in 14 patients. In 6 normal vaginal deliveries, accom-

---

**Fig. 1.** Fetal (curves 1-3) and maternal (curves 4-5) oxygen dissociation curves. **Ordinate:** O₂ saturation in per cent. **Abscissa:** O₂ tension in mm. of mercury. Curves 1 and 4 at pH 7.40. Curve 2 at pH 7.32 (pH of umbilical vein). Curve 3 at pH 7.24 (pH of umbilical artery). Curve 5 at pH 7.33 (calculated pH of ideal mixed venous intervillous blood). (Reproduced from Bartels with the permission of Dr. Heinz Bartels, Tübingen, Germany, and Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, England.)
plished without anesthesia, the inter villous blood was sampled just prior to the birth of the infant. In 2 normal patients during Cesarian section, the peritoneal cavity was opened under infiltration anesthesia and the inter villous blood aspirated by the transuterine approach. The remaining 6 patients had abnormal pregnancies (preeclampsia, abruptio placenta and one case of "spinal hypotension"). In all blood samples, oxygen capacity and oxygen contents were determined (method of Van Slyke and Neill), and the percentage saturation was calculated. The partial pressure of oxygen was estimated from the oxygen dissociation curves. In normal patients, $P_{O_2}$ in the intervillous spaces averaged 37.5 mm. of mercury, and in the umbilical vein 19.5 mm. of mercury. In the 6 clinically abnormal patients, the inter villous $P_{O_2}$ averaged 15.8 mm. of mercury and the umbilical venous $P_{O_2}$ 13.1 mm. of mercury. The major difference demonstrated by these data seems to be the low partial pressure of oxygen in inter villous blood during abnormal pregnancy. Whereas the mean difference in the partial pressure of oxygen between maternal and fetal circulations was approximately 20 mm. of mercury in the normal patients, it fell to 3.5 mm. of mercury in the abnormal cases.28

In 1955, Eastman reported that it is possible to elevate the oxygen saturation of umbilical blood by the administration of oxygen to the mother. Alternate patients inhaled oxygen for 5, 10, or 15 minutes prior to vaginal delivery under pudendal block. Oxygen determinations in the umbilical vein blood revealed an average of 75 per cent saturation in the study group as compared to 65 per cent in the control group.29 This finding has been substantiated by several investigators.30-36 One of the few dissenters is James who compared a group of 40 infants delivered with the mothers breathing air to a group of 40 infants whose mothers were given oxygen for up to one hour before parturition. There appeared to be no significant difference in the oxygen saturation of the infants.37 In

Fig. 2. Carbon dioxide dissociation curve of fetal blood (3) with standard deviation. Curve 1 is the average curve for nonpregnant women after Bartels et al. (1955) and curve 2 an average curve for pregnant women after Rossier and Hotz (1953). (Reproduced from Bartels23 with the permission of Dr. Heinz Bartels, Tübingen, Germany, and Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, England.)
TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
<th>Inspired Gas</th>
<th>Time in Minutes</th>
<th>Umbilical Vein $P_{O_2}$ (mm. Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>10 or less</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>16 or more</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From McClure and James.31

contrast, McClure observed definite increases in the partial pressure of oxygen (modification of method of Riley) in the umbilical vein blood of 95 newborns whose mothers had inhaled 10 liters/minute of oxygen through a BLB mask for various durations preceding delivery by pudendal block or without anesthesia. Sixty-four other babies served as controls. The data of his second report, which are depicted in table 1, indicate that inhalation of oxygen for more than 10 minutes resulted in significant increases in umbilical $P_{O_2}$ (21 per cent above controls after 11-15 minutes of inhalation and 40 per cent above controls after inhalation for more than 15 minutes).30, 31 In order to evaluate the rationale of prophylactic oxygen inhalation, Prystowsky determined the oxygen pressure gradient between maternal and fetal bloods in 5 normal and 3 abnormal cases of pregnancy following administration of oxygen by mask for 5 to 15 minutes prior to delivery. He employed the same method as described and compared the data to those obtained from 19 controls. In the normal parturient, the average difference in oxygen tension between intervillous space blood and umbilical vein blood was 19.5 mm. of mercury (maternal 37.5 mm.—fetal 18.0 mm.) without prophylactic oxygen and 33.3 mm. of mercury (maternal 65.0 mm.—fetal 31.7 mm.) following oxygen inhalation. In the abnormal patient, the difference amounted to 2.7 mm. of mercury (maternal 15.8 mm.—fetal 13.1 mm.) without prophylactic oxygen and to 30.3 mm. of mercury (maternal 59.2 mm.—fetal 28.9 mm.) when oxygen was inhaled. The coefficient of oxygen utilization † across the fetal circulation averaged 43.1 per cent when the mothers had received no oxygen prior to delivery, and rose to a mean of 72.1 per cent when oxygen had been given prophylactically. The mechanisms by which the gradient is steepened was assumed to result from an increased intervillous $P_{O_2}$ and an increased coefficient of utilization across the fetal circulation.32 Similar results were reported by Vasicka, Quilligan and their associates who measured oxygen tension (polarographic method) serially in simultaneous samples of amniotic fluid, of maternal arterial blood, intervillous space blood and fetal blood in 31 normal pregnant women breathing air and prophylactic oxygen. After 100 per cent oxygen was inhaled for 5 minutes, the oxygen tension was increased in all four media.33 In another study by the same authors, intervillous space and umbilical vein blood $P_{O_2}$ were determined in 4 patients undergoing Cesarian section under spinal anesthesia. Samples were taken before and after 5 minutes' inhalation of 5 liters/minute of oxygen. The partial pressure of oxygen in the intervillous space blood rose from a mean of 23.3 mm. of mercury to an average of 39.2 mm. of mercury, while the pressure in the umbilical venous blood increased from 16.8 mm. to 26.1 mm. of mercury.34 In very recent experiments, Rudolph and his co-workers attempted to obtain physiological information on the fetus in utero in a relatively undisturbed state. Small soft polyethylene catheters were inserted into the umbilical artery and vein in fetal puppies and a fetal goat. The catheters did not appear to disturb the fetus. With the maternal animal breathing room air, umbilical venous oxygen saturation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxygen Saturation</th>
<th>Maternal Artery (Per Cent)</th>
<th>Umbilical Artery (Per Cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room Air</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Per cent oxygen</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Per cent oxygen</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Rudolph35
(spectrophotometric method) ranged from 40 to 60 per cent, and umbilical arterial oxygen saturation from 20 to 50 per cent. Administration of high oxygen mixtures to the mother increased both umbilical venous and arterial saturations with a maximal venous saturation of 72 per cent. Detailed results obtained in one dog are shown in table 2.

Although the absolute values of oxygen tension or saturation vary in the different reports quoted, possibly due to the different experimental techniques, there appears to be no doubt that the administration of supplemental oxygen enhances the transfer of oxygen from mother to infant. Prophylactic oxygen is, therefore, warranted in all pathological conditions which would otherwise lead to decreased fetal oxygenation. This should include all Cesarian sections. The "unphysiological" supine position of the mother during this operation may be one of the reasons for the increased evidence of fetal distress.

**Transfer of Anesthetic Vapors and Gases**

A review of the laboratory data on placental transfer of the commonly used anesthetic vapors and gases illustrates their rapid passage across the placenta. Physical factors influencing their transfer are the partial pressure, the rate of diffusion, the solubility coefficient, and the possible formation of combinations.

**Chloroform:** As early as 1874, Zweifel (quoted by Preyer) proved by chemical analysis (Hofmann's method) that chloroform passed promptly from blood of the pregnant woman to blood in the umbilical cord. In 1912, Whipple studied the effects of this vapor in bitches and their pups. He found that "the placenta contained about one half as much of the drug as did the maternal blood, and the fetus about one eighth as much by weight as present in the maternal blood" (Ragsky process). "This indicated the same concentration in maternal, placental, and fetal blood." Whipple stated that objections may be raised to the application of conclusions derived from experiments on dogs to human patients, but that the similarity of the effects of the drug in man and dog surely afford a sound basis for comparison.

**Nitrous Oxide:** In 1939, Smith began a series of investigations on the effect of obstetrical anesthesia on the fetus. He determined the concentration of nitrous oxide (method of Orcutt and Waters) in 21 cases anesthetized with nitrous oxide-oxygen and in 28 cases with nitrous oxide-oxygen-ether. The anesthetics were administered in the usual manner with at least 20 per cent oxygen. Duration of anesthesia, mode of delivery, and sedation during labor varied from patient to patient. The average volume per cent of nitrous oxide detected at the time of delivery was 28.0 in the maternal arterial blood, 21.7 in the maternal venous blood, 13.5 in the fetal arterial blood, and 9.8 in the fetal venous blood. These figures disclose that only about half as much nitrous oxide was present in the infant's blood as compared to the mother's. Neonates born during nitrous oxide-oxygen-ether anesthesia had as much nitrous oxide in their blood as did those born during nitrous oxide-oxygen alone, although the gas was found in lower concentrations in the maternal blood of the former group. The transmission of nitrous oxide across the human placenta was also demonstrated by Cohen, Paulson, Wall and Elert in their studies on "Thiopental, Curare and Nitrous Oxide Anesthesia for Cesarian Section." Simultaneous samples of maternal venous blood and blood obtained from the placental side of the clamped cord in 9 cases revealed mean values of 13.6 volumes per cent for the mother and 7.8 volumes per cent for the infant (method of Van Slyke and Neill). Nitrous oxide had been administered in a 2 liter/minute flow with 1 liter/minute of oxygen for 4 to 19 minutes (average 13½ minutes).

In both studies, the concentration of nitrous oxide in the infant's blood was considerably below that determined in the mother's blood. The reason for this is not clear. Romney et al. postulate that vasoconstriction of the cord vessels may be present during nitrous oxide anesthesia.

**Cyclopropane:** Smith must also be credited with being the first investigator to quantitate cyclopropane in obstetrical narcosis (1939). In 19 patients receiving approximately 15 per cent cyclopropane in a closed system at the time of actual delivery, the
TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Delivery</th>
<th>No. Patients</th>
<th>Maternal Arterial Blood (mg./100 ml.)</th>
<th>Fetal Arterial Blood (mg./100 ml.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-12</td>
<td>2-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forceps</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Roventine, Adriani and Studdiford.43

The following average volumes per cent of anesthetic were recorded: maternal arterial blood 7.5, maternal venous blood 6.7, fetal arterial blood 6.0, and fetal venous blood 5.1.49 Roventine, Adriani and Studdiford examined the gas exchange in maternal and fetal blood during cyclopropane anesthesia. Narcosis was started with 25 per cent cyclopropane and maintained in the second stage of third plane; no premedication was used. The cyclopropane content of the fetal arterial blood was considerably lower in babies with low oxygen saturation, but there was no direct correlation between the oxygen or cyclopropane saturation of fetal blood and the initiation of respiratory activity. The mean values determined are shown in table 3.43 Hingson and Hellman measured maternal and fetal blood cyclopropane levels during anesthesias induced with 50 per cent cyclopropane and maintained with 25 per cent. The level in the mother’s blood † reached 16-20 mg. per cent in 10 minutes. The simultaneously sampled cord blood ‡ showed levels of 13-16 mg. per cent. In one second twin, the blood value was 22 mg. per cent after 23 minutes of maternal anesthesia.44 Apgar and her group investigated the transplacental passage of cyclopropane in 25 patients (7 cesarian sections, 18 vaginal deliveries) by manometric analysis of simultaneously drawn samples of maternal and fetal blood at the time of delivery.45 The blood of most infants delivered of mothers receiving only cyclopropane during the second stage of labor contained the gas in demonstrable quantities.46

† Not indicated whether arterial or venous blood.

The amount of cyclopropane in the umbilical cord was usually less than, but proportionate to, the amount in the maternal extremity blood. The mean cyclopropane levels after 1½ to 17 minutes of anesthesia were as follows: maternal artery 8.5 volumes per cent, maternal vein 3.1 volumes per cent, umbilical vein 1.8 volumes per cent. There was no obvious correlation between the concentration of cyclopropane in the umbilical cord blood and the response of the infant as judged by the “Apgar” score. There also was no biochemical evidence that cyclopropane depresses placental function so that any effect of the gas on the fetus must be due to a direct narcotic action.45

The four laboratory investigations on cyclopropane indicate that the fetal blood levels of this gas approach those of the mother rapidly, but that equilibrium is not reached in clinical practice.

ETER: The concentrations of ether in maternal and fetal blood were analyzed by Smith and Barker (method of Shaffer and Ronzoni).46 The relationship between maternal and fetal ether levels was found to be generally, although not always individually, a directly proportional one. In a series of 58 deliveries, the concentration of ether in the maternal venous blood averaged 71.3 mg./100 ml., while the umbilical venous blood had a mean level of 68.1 mg./100 ml. These cases included administration of ether by rectum, by open drop, and by closed system; duration of anesthesia ranged from 8 to 50 minutes. The incidence of delayed respiration and the need for resuscitation were directly related to the ether concentration in the fetal and/or maternal bloods (table 4).48 Dotzauer compared the ether content of cord blood with

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Breathed at Once</th>
<th>Breathing Delayed</th>
<th>Resuscitation Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal vein</td>
<td>68.4 mg. (40)*</td>
<td>78.9 (17)</td>
<td>102.8 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbilical vein</td>
<td>64.3 mg. (50)</td>
<td>79.3 (18)</td>
<td>102.8 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbilical artery</td>
<td>38.7 mg. (23)</td>
<td>24.3 (9)</td>
<td>42.2 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Figures in parentheses represent number of samples.

From Smith and Barker.48
that of the retroplacental blood following 33 anesthesias administered for cesarian section or forceps delivery (microdistillation method of Widmark). Maternal circulating blood was not sampled. In 17 of the cases, the ether content was slightly higher in the cord blood than in the retroplacental blood (table 5). Dying and Stormorken measured the ether concentration in mothers and fetuses in rats, mice and guinea-pigs. A 10 per cent mixture was administered for up to 60 minutes. Ether concentrations in all three species were almost the same in the brain and liver of the fetus and in the placenta. Considerably higher values were found in the arterial blood and brain of the mother. In the fetus, the ether concentration rose at approximately the same rate as in the maternal muscles.

In two of the studies, higher ether levels were found in fetal blood than in maternal venous or mixed blood. One may conclude that the infant's arterial blood levels of ether approach those of the mother's arterial blood within a short time.

Trichlorethylene: Laboratory evidence of placental transmission of trichlorethylene was demonstrated by Helliwell and Hutton in experiments on sheep and goats (1949). In both animals, the agent appeared in the fetal circulation almost immediately after being administered to the mother.

Halothane: Sheridan and Robson reported on a large series of halothane anesthesias administered for vaginal deliveries. Blood concentrations of the agent in mother (hand vein) and infant (segment of cord) at the time of delivery were determined in 6 cases (modified method of Duncan). The results (table 6) indicate that halothane may be demonstrable in umbilical blood after only 2 minutes of inhalation by the mother.

Transfer of Anesthetic and Adjunctive Drugs

Narcotics: Concern about the transmission of a narcotic drug from mother to infant dates back to 1885. Preyer described a case of fetal bradycardia and arrhythmia following injection of morphine into the mother. Since then, a variety of clinical observations have substantiated Preyer's finding. Pinpoint pupils have been reported in infants who exhibited “narcosis” subsequent to the administration of morphine to the mother. Withdrawal symptoms have been diagnosed in the offspring of mothers addicted to morphine, heroin, and meperidine. The symptoms can occur in the fetus in utero as well as in the neonate, and their severity has been directly correlated to the maternal drug dosage. Delayed or depressed respirations in the newborn became apparent soon after the beginning of the “twilight sleep” era. Snyder, observing rabbit fetuses in the unopened uterus, noted that depression or abolition of fetal respiratory movements followed administration of morphine to the maternal animal. Large doses of morphine were given to pregnant rabbits with the fetuses delivered by hysterotomy at intervals from 12 minutes to 15 hours after the administration of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of Anesthesia (minutes)</th>
<th>Average Concentration of Halothane Administered (%)</th>
<th>Blood Halothane (Mg. Per Cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Maternal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Fetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Sheridan and Robson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME IN MINUTES BETWEEN START OF ANESTHESIA AND SAMPLING</th>
<th>AVERAGE CORD BLOOD ETHER VALUES</th>
<th>AVERAGE RETROPLACENTAL BLOOD ETHER VALUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-25</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Dotzauer
PLACENTAL TRANSFER AND DRUGS USED IN ANESTHESIA

When delivered less than one hour following injection, the fetuses showed signs of marked narcosis. Body movements were sluggish, response to stimulation was retarded, and respiratory activity was depressed. Litters delivered 12 to 15 hours after morphine were undistinguishable from the untreated controls. Shute and Davis and McNab reported that in the human the time interval between injection of morphine and delivery was more important than the size of the dose; the incidence of neonatal depression in their infants became progressively greater in the second and third hours after administration of the drug to the mother. Similar observations were made following the use of heroin, meperidine, alphaprodine, methadone, and dihydrocodeine. Little and Tovell quoted delayed neonatal respiration in 21.8 per cent of 2,195 patients sedated with morphine or its derivatives during labor, and in 11.9 per cent of 2,649 patients sedated with meperidine; resuscitation was required in 10.7 per cent of the newborns in the first group and in 6.1 per cent of the infants in the second group. In contrast, in the neonates of 15,167 mothers managed with continuous block caudal anesthesia without narcotics, resuscitation became necessary in only 0.8 per cent.

Three of the narcotic drugs, morphine, meperidine, and methadone, have been studied in the laboratory. Shute and Davis administered 15 mg. doses of morphine to different mothers, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 minutes, respectively, before the child was delivered. The stools of the neonates were examined for narcotic daily by two different methods (Marquis and Wasicky). All babies gave positive results in their stools; the levels were highest from the fourth to the seventh day after birth. Two placenta of mothers who had received a total of 61 mg. of morphine were also examined; quantitative tests on the pulp were negative. This would indicate that the placenta does not retain morphine and is not an important barrier to its passage. Apgar and her group determined plasma levels of meperidine in 9 infants and their mothers following administration of from 50 to 300 mg. of the drug during labor. The concentration in infant blood varied from 45 to 106 per cent (average 77 per cent) of the

levels measured simultaneously in maternal blood. Eisenbrandt and his coworkers, investigating the role of the gastro-intestinal tract in the excretion of C14-labeled methadone in rats, found on autopsy that one of the animals was pregnant. Analysis revealed considerable amounts of radioactivity in the two fetuses and in the placenta.

The competitive antagonists have been shown to reverse the depressant effects of narcotics on the infant. Their equally prompt action, regardless of whether injected into the umbilical vein or given to the mother shortly before delivery, proves that they, too, transverse the placenta readily. Although the placenta does not present a barrier to the passage of the narcotic drugs, their status as analgesics during labor has been reversed by the advent of the antagonists. Once considered the most dangerous pain relieving drugs from the point of view of neonatal morbidity and mortality, they may now be judged safer than other categories of agents which cannot be specifically antagonized.

Barbiturates: In 1934, Dille stated that anesthetic doses of barbituric acid derivatives cross the placenta.

Long and Intermediate Acting Barbiturates. Dille injected sodium barbital (75 mg./kg. and 100 mg./kg.) into the ear vein of pregnant rabbits and determined the barbiturate content separately in fetuses, placentae, and amniotic fluids. Positive results were obtained in fetus and placenta from 1 minute to 60 minutes after injection, and in both, the amount of barbiturate accumulated steadily within the first hour. Most amniotic fluids also revealed the presence of the drug. Flowers studied sodium barbital in 23 mothers and their infants. Within 2 to 3 minutes, the drug began to achieve equilibrium in fetal and maternal blood; comparable blood levels were maintained for as long as 15 hours. There were some wide differences between fetal and maternal blood levels when the interval between injection and delivery was very short. The author explained these as being due to variations in volume distribution of the barbiturate in both mother and fetus and to variations in placental circulation.
barbital, and barbital to 35 pregnant women 30 minutes to 50 hours prior to legal abortions. All three drugs were found to reach the fetuses, accumulating mostly in brain, liver, and placental tissues.\textsuperscript{71} Nyberg and his associates evaluated vinbarbital sodium clinically and, in 14 cases, did chemical determinations of the barbiturate levels in maternal venous and infant cord bloods. The cord blood levels of barbiturate were quickly established at or near the maternal level. However, little or no correlation was noted between the levels and the degree of neonatal depression.\textsuperscript{72}

**Short Acting Barbiturates.** Lovitt and his coworkers analyzed maternal and umbilical cord blood in 12 patients who had received secobarbital during labor. The doses ranged between 100 mg. to 300 mg. administered orally 3\(\frac{1}{2}\) to 4\(\frac{1}{2}\) hours before delivery, and 100 mg. to 200 mg. injected intravenously at intervals from 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) to 8 hours before delivery. The analytical method was sensitive enough to detect 0.2 mg. per cent of barbiturate. In only one mother and in none of the cord blood samples was the barbiturate concentration above the minimum at the time of birth.\textsuperscript{73} Fealy studied the placental transmission of pentobarbital sodium. One hundred mothers were given the drug intravenously during the first stage of labor. Eighty of these received a single injection of 250 mg. one to 185 minutes prior to parturition, and the remaining 20 received multiple doses. Newborn blood barbiturate levels were present almost immediately after maternal intravenous injection. There were three patients with a time interval of one minute between administration and delivery. The barbiturate level was 8.0 mg./ml. in one mother and 7.0 mg./ml. in her infant; in the other two mothers the concentration was 6.5 mg./ml. as compared to 5.0 mg./ml. in the neonates. The average blood levels in the newborn were about 74 per cent of the maternal blood levels and persisted at about the same distribution for at least 185 minutes.\textsuperscript{74}

**Ultrashort Acting Barbiturates.** The first investigation on thiopental was accomplished by Dreisbach and Snyder who carried out a series of observations to determine the effect of various doses upon the full term rabbit. In 8 normal litters, a single injection of 10 mg./kg., into the maternal ear vein decreased fetal respiratory activity promptly to one-third the initial rate; recovery required 5 to 10 minutes. With more than 15 mg./kg., apnea occurred in the fetus almost immediately although the mother continued to breathe regularly.\textsuperscript{75} Hellman and his group applied ultraviolet spectrometric methods to measure acid thiopental levels, and established evidence of transplacental passage of the drug in 7 patients.\textsuperscript{76} McAllister and Flowers,\textsuperscript{77} in 21 patients, and McKechnie and Converse,\textsuperscript{78} in 15 patients, detected thiopental in fewer than 45 seconds in the fetal circulation, but could find no relationship between maternal depth of anesthesia, fetal responsiveness, and the thiopental concentration in neonatal or maternal blood. Investigation by Crawford in 41 cases revealed that, following administration of 250 mg. of drug, the neonatal thiopental blood levels were highest for the shortest intervals between injection and delivery, and that they fell exponentially with the increase of time before delivery.\textsuperscript{79} Thiamylal was studied by Kahn and his coworkers in 20 patients who received an average dose of 4.85 mg./kg. The cord blood concentration reached that of the maternal blood in 4 to 5 minutes; this equilibrium was maintained for at least one hour.\textsuperscript{80} Butalbitone sodium was investigated by Kane and Stephens. In 34 obstetrical patients in whom 400 mg. to 500 mg. of the drug had been given 5 to 31 minutes prior to delivery, cord plasma concentrations tended to be significantly lower than those of the maternal plasma, but showed great variations from patient to patient.\textsuperscript{81} Methurital was compared to thiopental and thiamylal by Flowers and found to cross the placenta at the same rapid rate.\textsuperscript{82}

The lack of correlation between the infant blood levels of barbiturate and the response of the baby at birth is analogous to the inconsistency in the dose response to barbiturates seen in adults.\textsuperscript{83}

**TRANQUILIZERS:** All tranquilizing drugs studied, in either animal or man, have been shown to pass the placental barrier.
Chlorpromazine was given to pregnant dogs in daily doses of 200 mg./kg. prior to delivery. The pups were sacrificed at various times after birth, and the chlorpromazine content of their tissues was determined. Immediately following delivery, various amounts of the drug were present in bile, liver, kidney, lung, and brain tissues. Lacomme and Le Lorier investigated the effect of an intravenous infusion of chlorpromazine 50 mg. in 500 ml. of glucose solution in 445 parturients. The drug was not demonstrable in cord blood, but was found in traces in two amniotic fluids, while three others gave negative results. Of 10 neonatal urines studied, four were negative for chlorpromazine, three revealed traces, and the remaining three concentrations of 0.5 mg./liter, 1.4 mg./liter, and 5.2 mg./liter, respectively. There was no apparent connection between the amounts of chlorpromazine infused and the concentration detected in maternal urine or neonatal urine. There was likewise no relationship between the condition of the infant at birth and the amount of chlorpromazine found in its urine. Behn and his associates gave a mixture of equal amounts of chlorpromazine and promethazine (50 mg. intramuscular or 33 mg. intravenous) as premedication in two Cesarian sections. Within 48 to 60 hours, about 0.5 to 1.0 per cent of the administered dose was discovered in the urine of the newborn by photometry and paper chromatography.

Prochlorperazine was tested in dogs in a manner similar to that described for chlorpromazine. Various amounts of the drug was found in liver, kidney, lung and brain tissues of the pups sacrificed immediately after birth.

Methylpentanyl was studied in humans by Bourne. There was no noticeable depression of the newborn's respiration, tone, or cry. A small series of cord blood examinations were made (method not stated); methylpentanyl was not demonstrable in the infant's circulation at birth. Marley and Vane, investigating the distribution of methylpentanyl in cats, examined fetuses, placentae, and amniotic fluids following intravenous administration of the drug to a pregnant animal. Employing a modified method which resulted in a tenfold increase in sensitivity over previous techniques, they detected methylpentanyl in fetal tissues and in amniotic fluid. Fetal liver and heart were found to contain about the same concentration of the drug as the whole fetus.

Adelman and his associates presented data obtained from 25 obstetrical patients who had received 50 mg. of promethazine intravenously 5 to 10 minutes prior to the expected time of delivery. In no instance could the drug be discovered in the cord blood in spite of levels of 0.2 mg./100 ml. in maternal venous blood. This is in contrast to the findings of Potts and Ullery who evaluated the maternal and fetal effects of intravenously given combinations of equal portions of promethazine and meperidine (50 mg. each per milliliter). In 23 cases, promethazine levels were determined in samples of maternal and of umbilical cord blood, both drawn at the time of delivery. Cord blood samples gave positive results for the drug from minutes to 4 hours after the injection of the combination to the mother. Crawford gave mothers a single, set dose of promethazine intravenously at a noted time before parturition. Samples of maternal venous blood and of whole cord blood were taken simultaneously at the moment of birth. There was no time lag in the passage through the placenta. The concentration of fetal blood reached that of maternal blood in 10 to 20 minutes.

Considering the results obtained, one may assume that tranquilizers are transmitted from mother to fetus to a variable extent, but that sensitive methods of detection must be employed to quantitate the amounts in the neonate.

Other Sedative Drugs: Other sedative drugs, although not popular as routine analgesics in obstetrics, have been evaluated as to their transplacental passage.

Ethyl bromide, according to Mueller (quoted by Preyer), was inhaled by the newborn infant when the mother had inhaled larger amounts.

Chloral hydrate was given to pregnant dogs for several weeks; the pups were removed by Cesarian section and gave evidence of the
same characteristic pathological changes in liver, heart, and kidneys found in the mothers' organs. Bernstine and his group sedated 52 unselected patients in active labor with chloral hydrate by oral or rectal administration. Colorimetric determinations revealed levels in the babies' blood which bore no direct relationship to the time of the first cry.

Paraldehyde was detected on the breath of all neonates for several hours after birth following its use in 150 parturients. The drug was quantitatively determined by Gardner and his associates in 13 maternal and cord blood specimens subsequent to rectal or oral administration of 30 ml. At the time of delivery, the mean for the mothers was 16.6 mg. per cent and the mean for the infants 15.5 mg. per cent.

Ethyl alcohol, utilized in slow intravenous infusions during labor, was reported in two separate studies as producing cord blood levels of alcohol which were slightly below those of the maternal blood. Chapman and Williams found averages of 0.065 per cent in maternal venous blood and of 0.043 per cent in umbilical cord blood.

Thus, all four of these drugs have been proven to cross the placental barrier without delay.

**Belladonna Derivatives:** The two commonly used belladonna drugs have been assayed by qualitative means only.

Atropine was shown by Preyer to cross the placenta in fewer than 15 minutes. After observing infants to be born with dilated non-reacting pupils subsequent to the administration of 0.2 mg. of drug to the mother, he injected 1 ml. of a 1 per cent watery solution of atropine sulfate under the skin of guinea-pigs. The maternal animal exhibited mydriasis some 7 minutes later; all fetuses delivered by section manifested the same. Johnson and Hellman made cardiophono-graphic studies on the effect of atropine on maternal and fetal heart rates. One milligram of the drug, injected into a maternal vein over the course of 2 minutes, led to an initial bradycardia in both mother and fetus. This was followed 30 to 40 seconds later by a tachycardia occurring synchronously in mother and fetus. The immediate and simultaneous effect on both hearts points to a direct drug action in the fetus.

Scopolamine was demonstrated by Holzbach (quoted by Snyder) to pass from mother to infant. When birth occurred as soon as 15 minutes after injection, scopolamine was present in the infant's urine. Dreisbach and Snyder studied scopolamine in cats. Following injection of the drug into the maternal animal, they tested the offspring's urine by introducing it into the conjunctival sac of a normal cat; mydriasis followed in every instance.

Both atropine and scopolamine appear to cross the placental barrier rapidly. Flowers found a difference in the reaction time of infants whose mothers had been sedated with analgesics alone as compared to those who had received analgesics and scopolamine. In the former group he had a 3 per cent incidence of delayed reaction time, whereas in the latter this rose to 10.3 per cent. It follows that mothers of compromised or premature infants should be given atropine rather than scopolamine.

**Muscle Relaxants:** The fate of the muscle relaxants is controversial to date. There may be a dissimilarity in their passage across the placenta not only between the nondepolarizing and the depolarizing agents, but also between the various individual members of the two groups.

**Nondepolarizing Drugs.** As early as 1885, Preyer investigated curare in rabbits, guinea-pigs, and their offspring. He discovered that fetuses require large doses of the drug to be affected. When he injected curarin into pregnant rabbits, they became paralyzed; the fetuses remained active as long as the mother was ventilated artificially. When he injected curarin into one of several guinea-pig fetuses in utero, the mother became apneic and paralyzed, whereas the young ones kept on moving in a normal manner. Only after administration of large amounts did the fetuses become paralyzed, too. He concluded that curare passed readily from fetus to mother, but that the transfer from mother to fetus could not be proven because of the different degree in sensitivity.

The first laboratory investigations following the introduction of curare into obstetrical...
anesthesia corroborated Preyer's findings. Harroun and Fisher administered intoesin to 10 bitches in doses calculated to produce apnea. The dogs' lungs were artificially ventilated, and Cesarian section was performed under local anesthesia. All 69 pups were "squirming in utero as if they would break out of the abdomen by their own effort."102 Buller and Young kept pregnant rabbits apneic for 3 hours by intermittent injections of d-tubocurarine; the total dose was equivalent weight for weight to the therapeutic dose in man. The fetuses were examined at \( \frac{1}{2} \) to 1 hour intervals; they remained lively. In 7 rabbits, the drug was injected into the umbilical artery of one fetus in the litter. A dose of 0.5 mg. inhibited the response of the mother's gastrocnemius muscle to stimulation and a dose of 1.0 mg. decreased her respiratory movements as recorded from a diaphragmatic slip.103 Pittinger and Morris demonstrated transmission of the drug from the maternal to the fetal side of the placenta by injecting 45-60 mg. of d-tubocurarine into the uterine artery of pregnant bitches. Curarization was evident in all pups whose maternal-fetal circulation was intact.104 The authors also determined plasma concentrations of d-tubocurarine at the time of delivery in 6 mothers and 5 of their infants. The mothers had received 21-60 mg. of the drug intravenously from 2 to 78 minutes prior to the sampling. Five other mothers and their newborns were used as controls. With consideration of the "blank" values obtained in the blood of noncurarized humans, the concentration in maternal plasma ranged from 0.0019 mg./ml. to 0.0082 mg./ml. and the concentration in cord plasma averaged 0.0001 mg./ml.105 Beck injected each of three white mice with 1 ml. each of catheterized maternal urine and three other mice with 1 ml. of the infant's first urine following 10 cesarian sections during which the mothers had been given curarime (average dose 0.25 mg./kg. body weight). Biological test for curare in the mice was positive when maternal urine had been used and negative when neonatal urine had been injected.106 However, when Beck and Nold observed fetal movements in utero with the help of an external tocograph, they found cessation of normal activity fol-

lowing administration of 6-9 mg. of curarine in unsedated women in labor; fetal movements promptly returned on injection of tension or as soon as the effect of curare had worn off.107 A bio-assay method for the detection of curare in which the drug antagonizes the acetylcholine contracture of the frog's rectus abdominis muscle, was utilized by Crawford and Gardiner. Six mothers received 15 or 20 mg. of d-tubocurarine at varying intervals prior to delivery; traces of the drug were demonstrable in all fetal sera.108 Gallamine was investigated together with curare in the above mentioned studies by Beck and by Crawford. In both of Beck's reports, the results for gallamine were equal to those of curare.106, 107 Crawford and Gardiner, in contrast, observed that gallamine appeared in the fetal serum in readily detectable and possibly significant amounts. Thirteen mothers had received doses of gallamine which were equipotent to those used for d-tubocurarine. The fetale levels of gallamine could not be related to dose per unit weight nor to the concentration in maternal serum.108 Pittinger and Morris evaluated the effects of gallamine in mongrel dogs near term. They exteriorized both uterine horns, isolated one horn by clamps, and injected the drug into the uterine artery supplying the unisolated horn. All pups were exposed and the difference in activity, respiration, muscle tone, and squealing was compared between the litter in the isolated and the young ones in the unisolated horn. Evidence of transplacental passage of the drug became manifest in only two of the 4 bitches studied.109 A study by Schwarz in which he analyzed the iodine content of the infant's blood at the time of delivery, corroborated Crawford's findings. Six to 9 minutes following injection of 80 mg. of gallamine into the mother, significant increases in the neonatal iodine content were noted.110

Depolarizing Drugs. Decamethonium was studied in various animals. Young injected the drug into rabbit and guinea-pig does and observed no decrease in the mass reflex response to a pinch applied to one hind leg of the fetuses. She also injected the drug into the umbilical artery in doses equivalent
weight for weight to 50–100 times the therapeutic dose in man, and found no evidence of passage into the maternal blood stream.111,112 Pittinger and Morris, in their dog experiments, observed no effect on the fetuses following decamethonium.109 Only Elliker, in clinical observations during 13 cesarian sections, in which 2–3 mg. of the drug were given 15 minutes prior to delivery, concluded that the babies were more flaccid and reluctant to breathe than following the same type of anesthesia without the use of the drug.113

Succinylcholine was reported by three different authors to be capable of depressing the infant when used clinically in humans. Little and his coworkers observed one completely flaccid newborn following a dose of 20 mg. of succinylcholine, whereas babies whose mothers had received only 10 mg. were breathing normally.114 Gillies and his associates described two patients who underwent Cesarian section under inhalation anesthesia with succinylcholine in doses of 100 mg. and 200 mg., respectively. The infant whose mother had received 200 mg. was born flaccid; the other baby was lively.115 Jüngling saw two limp and apneic neonates delivered shortly after the mother had been given 40 mg. of succinylcholine for the purpose of facilitating endotracheal intubation. At the time of delivery, both mothers were still under the influence of the relaxant.116 Other investigators noted no ill effects,117,118 although Dance and Ward stated that they routinely discontinue the administration of a succinylcholine infusion about 3 minutes prior to the time of delivery.119 In experiments on rabbits, Thesleff found normal muscular activity of the fetuses after the mother had been injected with 50 to 100 mg. of succinylcholine intravenously.119 In dogs, on the other hand, the drug was shown by Pittinger and Morris to pass the placental barrier with ease.109

The most recent investigation by Moya and his group indicates that, used in humans in single doses up to 300 mg., no demonstrable amount of succinylcholine crossed the placenta. Only after injection of over 300 mg. was the drug detected in the infant in important quantities. In rabbits, approximately 1,000 times the minimum paralyzing dose was necessary before all fetuses were delivered flaccid and unresponsive to stimulation.120 In a follow-up study, Moya examined the ability of the placenta to destroy succinylcholine. Using the frog rectus abdominis bio-assay method, he observed that destruction of the drug by the placenta does not significantly contribute to the blood-placental “barrier.”121

Summarizing the above reports, curare preparations are transmitted more easily from fetus to mother than from mother to fetus; gallamine passes the placental barrier with little difficulty; many of the depolarizing muscle relaxants are capable of crossing the placenta, but do so with considerable individual variations as to amount and rate. One may hypothesize that in most species muscle relaxants are bound rapidly at the neuromuscular junction of the adult and, thus, do not reach the placental barrier. Moya postulated that the relation of the low fat solubility of succinylcholine to the lipid nature of the placental membrane may account for the apparent barrier at the placental site.122 In view of the individual variations in transplacental passage and in view of the greater sensitivity of neonates to the nondepolarizing as compared to the depolarizing agents,123 one should recommend the use of the latter group in obstetrical anesthesia.

Local Anesthetic Drugs: The placental transmission of local anesthetic drugs has not been investigated. But clinical experience has shown that, barring maternal systemic complications, regional block techniques (local infiltration, pudendal, peridural, spinal) afford optimal conditions for the newborn.124,125 Lack of neonatal depression or excellent “Apgar scores” have been reported following regional anesthetics utilizing procaine,126,127 chloroprocaine,127 tetracaine,128 piperocaine,129 dibucaine130 and lidocaine.126,129,131 Vigorous crying babies were also seen following the intravenous administration of 1 per cent procaine solution during labor and delivery. In 12 cases studied by Allen132 and in 20 cases described by Johnson and Gilbert,133 the rate of infusion ranged up to 20 ml. per minute at the time of parturition. In spite of central nervous system involvement in the mother (semiconsciousness, unconsciousness, tendency to convulsion), only one of the infants ex-
hhibited an otherwise unexplainable depression at birth (case 5). Snyder stated that “no direct effect of the local anesthetic agent upon the child has been observed.” Since all regional anesthetic drugs are hydrolyzed rapidly in both maternal blood and liver, it may be assumed that only the non-narcotic break-down substances pass through the placenta.

**DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY**

A review of the pertinent literature dealing with the placental transfer of drugs used in anesthesia would indicate that: (1) Gases which are able to cross the pulmonary barrier and every known anesthetic, hypnotic, sedative drug which is capable of passing the blood-brain barrier, will also traverse the placental barrier; (2) "Prophylactic" oxygen inhalation enhances the oxygen transfer to the infant primarily by raising the interstitial space PO2, and (3) Neuromuscular blocking agents which do not cross the blood-brain barrier easily, are not transferred readily across the placental barrier.

In addition to the physical factors discussed, the rate and amount of placental transport are dependent upon various physiological factors, most importantly: (1) the effective extent of the placental site, (2) the integrity of the placental barrier as to permeability, active transport mechanisms, and enzyme content, and (3) the state of maternal, placental, and fetal circulations. Maternal hemodynamics are altered in response to uterine contractions and by most drugs used for sedation and anesthesia. Changes in heart rate are caused by the belladonna derivatives, by intravenous injection of meperidine, by ether or cyclopropane anesthesia, and by the circulatory adjustments to demand hypoxia occurring during bearing down efforts. Decreases in systemic pressure are common after spinal and peridural blocks, during halothane anesthesia, or following the use of tranquilizers. Placental circulation has been discussed except for the alterations secondary to anesthesia. All inhalation anesthetics with the exception of nitrous oxide have been shown to depress uterine activity, thus increasing the effects of a relaxed myometrium on blood flow. Conduction anesthesia per se has no effect on uterine musculature. This factor may be of significance in cesarean sections and may explain the difference in the degree of depression reported in infants born under regional anesthesia as compared to general anesthesia. Fetal circulation has been known to become faster or slower due to hypoxia or to pressure on the infant's head. In addition, it has been postulated that the fetus may be able to increase or decrease his capillary bed to meet his demands.

Circulatory changes are variable on an individual basis and are unpredictable as to their extent. Therefore, one may conclude that the administration of drugs during childbirth should be governed by the degree of danger inherent in the transport of unexpectedly large amounts to the fetus.
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